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Pergola
solar

Fully energy independent
* photovoltaic panels integrated in the side profiles
* possibility of integrating panels in rotary lamellas
* built-in rechargeable batteries ensure energy independence

Thoughtful design
* zip screen guides hidden in the leg
* hidden fasteners
* high-quality finish

Wide configuration options
* Several roof & side cover versions
* Multiple accessories to be integrated
* Multiple color versions

Your domestic
solar power
plant

You won’t want to come
back inside your home

Solar lamella roof

Standard lamella roof

Max dimensions

400 x 600 cm

500 x 700 cm
15 x 15 cm

Possible system heights

6

4

2

3

Roof type

Leg size

7

1

Product specification

250 cm - 300 cm

Maximum power generated

1000W

240 W

Blade rotation angle

0 - 135 degrees

0 - 135 degrees

Retractable roof

no

no

Sealed roof

yes

yes

Roof thermal insulation

yes

yes
yes

Modularity
Roof drive

5

Integrated USB sockets

Photovoltaic lamella roof // standard lamella roof // ZIP roof

2

Photovoltaic side cover // standard lamella side cover

3

Glass side cover

4

Integrated ZIP screen cover // glass side cover

5

Integrated USB sockets

6

Spot lights in lamellasside gutters

7

Mood lighting in the side gutters

option

Integrated lighting in the gutters

Integrated speakers

two synchronous
motors

glass, louver blades, photovoltaic, zip

Side panels

Lighting in lamellas

1

two synchronous
motors

option

option
option
yes

Different types
of roofing

Integrated
photovoltaics

Lamella roof with photovoltaics
The lamella roof allows for versatility
in creating space under the pergola.
The slats rotate in a wide range - the
angle of their rotation is 135 degrees.
Thanks to this, we can obtain a tight
sheathing that protects against sun,
wind and rain. The gentle opening of
the roof offers airflow and ventilation
while providing shade. Turning to the
maximum angle allows the sun to enter
the pergola.

When the roof is completely closed,
it is fully airtight.
Opening the roof by several degrees
provides ventilation.
Fully opening the roof 135 degrees
allows the sun to enter

Standard lamella roof
It is also possible to order a roof
without photovoltaic panels, while
maintaining all the amenities
associated with rotating lamellas thermal insulation, tight roof, the
Wability to adjust the amount of light
falling under the pergola. A pergola
without integrated photovoltaic
requires connection to an external
power source.

As standard, each pergola is equipped
with highly efficient photovoltaic
micropanels of our production. They
provide the necessary energy to
propel the roof, side shutters, lighting
and other accessories.

Configure the number of solar lamellas
depending on your energy needs
* full roof - ability of sending surplus energy to the grid
* using part of the roof lamellas as photovoltaics - ensuring
the operation of the pergola and its accessories
* version without a photovoltaic roof, with standard aluminum lamellas

Integrated battery packs
* battery packs integrated in legs and side gutters
* different battery capacity depending on the number of accessories

Thoughtful design
* panels integrated in the upper profiles positively affect the aesthetics
of the pergola
* custom-made solar panels fit perfectly into the shape of the lamellas

Overall protection
Rain protection
Thanks to the versatile functions, the pergola will be perfect as protection
against rain while spending time in the garden. The tight louvered roof with
a water drainage system allows you to spend time under it, even during a
downpour.

Photovoltaic panels integrated
in lamellas
The integration of photovoltaic panels
in the lamellas gives the user a large
area to generate electricity. The
pergola roof is able to generate 80W
of energy from 1 sqm of surface,
thanks to which it provides enough
electricity to power the pergola,
motors responsible for the movement
of slats, zips screens, lighting, and

Sealed lamellas
other accessories with which the
pergola is equipped, such as USB
sockets or speakers.
In the future, the surplus of electricity
generated by the pergola can be fed
into the power grid, thanks to which it
will be able to function as a home solar
power plant.

Integrated battery packs
Each pergola is equipped with a set
of batteries that ensure trouble-free
operation of the roof, side screens and
peripheral elements such as lighting or
USB connectors. Thanks to the use of
modular batteries, we can adjust their
quantity to the energy demand of a
given pergola.

The use of seals between the lamella
profiles and at the point of contact
between lamellas and the side gutter
ensures a tight roof structure when
it is closed. Thanks to this, water does
not get into the pergola even in heavy
rain. The additional use of zip screen
side curtains makes the inside of the
pergola dry and you can freely spend
time under it without worrying about
the weather conditions outside.

Drainage system
The special structure of the lamellas
and the gutter ensures continuous
water drainage, even in heavy rain. The
deep space for water in the lamellas
drains it to one of the gutters - from
there the water is led to the ground
through the legs of the pergola. It is
up to you what you do with it - you
can collect it for use in the garden or
discharge it directly into the ground.

Wind protection
You will get the full comfort of using the pergola by equipping it with side
panels - thanks to them you will limit the wind gusts under the pergola. The
solid structure of the roof will easily stop any breeze when it is closed.

Sun protection
In the Solar Breaker pergola system, the roof performs two
functions - on one side it provides shade and on the other
it generates electricity. A wide selection of roof coverings
and side curtains allows you to adjust the amount of sun
under the pergola to your own individual needs.

Lamellas wind resistance
The solid structure of the lamellas
provides protection against the wind,
stopping intense gusts - the use of
gaskets additionally prevents any wind
from getting inside.

ZIP screens wind and insects
protection
The zip construction provides great
protection against the wind from the
side - the zipper system keeps the
fabric taut, so that it does not deform
when blown. Additionally, the fabric
hidden in the side guide prevents
insects from getting inside the
pergola.

Wide configuration
options

High quality
* perfectly flat & durable fabrics for years
* Automatic & repeatable production process
* High-end & well-designed component

Aesthetics
* Refined side guides
* Bottom bar hiding in the cassette
* No fasteners visible
* Invisible welds

Depending on your needs, the Solar
Breaker pergola system offers
a wide range of side shutters from zip-screen shutters, through
lamella photovoltaic shutters, to the
installation of sliding glass panels.

Ease of assembly & maintenance
* Unified elements of the system
* Click-on / click-out systems

Photovoltaic side panels
Photovoltaic side panels provide an
additional opportunity to generate
energy. They are offered in a sliding
system, so you can place them
wherever you need shade. In addition,
the ability to rotate the slats allows
you to let in as much sun as you need.

ZIP screens
We have integrated a ZIP system
in the pergola based on our ZIP
Premium system. Thanks to this, you
get a product with a high standard
and components that ensure its
impeccable and long-lasting operation.

The panels are capable of generating
up to 80W of energy from one square
meter.

Glass side folding panels

Optional spot lighting in the
lamellas

The use of sliding glass doors gives
you the ability to maintain the
temperature inside the pergola and at
the same time observe your garden.
The panels made of tempered safety
glass are characterized by a gentle
and silent movement. The door guides
are integrated in the upper profile
and painted in the same color as
the pergola, which makes them an
aesthetic whole. The proximity of
individual panes to each other makes
it possible to create glazing across the
entire width of the pergola.

If the illumination in the side profiles is
not enough for you, we also offer the
possibility of using spot lighting in the
slats constituting the roof structure.
Thanks to them, even after dark, under
pergola will be as bright as during
the day. In addition, at the pergola
configuration stage, you can choose
how many slats are to be equipped
with additional spot lighting - thanks
to this you will have exactly as much
light as you need.

USB plugs, heaters & speakers
Integrated lighting
To make the time spent outdoors as pleasant as possible, you
can equip the pergola with additional accessories, such as USB
sockets, speakers or heaters.

Mood lighting in the side
gutters
Integrated LED lighting in the
upper profiles allows you to use the
pergola even after dark. The use
of photovoltaic panels to power it
makes it unnecessary to connect the
pergola to external power sources. LED
diodes allow you to create the perfect
atmosphere, perfect for an evening
barbecue or meeting with friends. In
addition, the use of RGB diodes allows
you to change the color of the light.

heater

speakers

USB sockets

lighting

Modularity

The modular structure of the pergola
allows for free shaping of the size
of the system and the method of its
mounting. You can put the pergola
against the wall or use it as a freestanding structure. You also have the
option of assembling the pergola into
larger modules to cover a larger space.

Possible configurations

1

Free-standing

2

Standing on two legs
+ attached to the wall.

Possibility of compiling into larger modules
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